ERRATA


In the abstract, "synchrotron" should be "synchrocyclotron."

On page 1560, in line 1 of column 2, "or" should be "of."

On page 1561, in line 10 of the last paragraph, the first "and" should be deleted.

On page 1562, in Ref. 6, "F. Reiss" should be "F. Riess."


This Letter should have been listed in the table of contents under "Atoms and Molecules" not under "Nuclei."

Minor misprints should be corrected as follows: On page 1665, in the ninth line after Eq. (1), replace "'s and d, orbitals" by "'s and d orbitals," In Eq. (10), replace "$\nabla^2 kF^2/48$" by "$\nabla^2 kF^2/48." In the caption of Table IV, replace "$\langle 3d \uparrow \rangle^2$" by "$\langle 3d \uparrow \rangle^2." In Eq. (16), replace "\(n_d\)" by "\(n_x\)." In Table V, replace "$-11.74" by "$-11.76." On page 1668, in the eleventh line, replace "energy hole" by "exchange hole."


The editors apologize for printing the incorrect Fig. 3 for this manuscript. The correct Fig. 3 appears below. (The caption was correct.)

![Fig. 3](image-url)

FIG. 3. Same data as in Fig. 2 plotted as a function of the "extended" time scale $x$ specific to the diffusive model. The solid curve is obtained for the value $\xi^2 = 10^{10}$ rad/sec. The dashed curves with $\xi^2 = 1.8 \times 10^{10}$ and $6.2 \times 10^{10}$ rad/sec, respectively, illustrate the accuracy of the determination of $\xi^2$. 